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Introduction

This document contains information about Pivot Grids. This document is not intended to replace the product documentation delivered with PeopleTools 8.54. The content in this document will eventually appear in the posted production documentation.

See Also

Security for Real-Time Component Search

This topic provides additional information for this section of the product documentation: *PeopleSoft PeopleTools 8.54: Pivot Grid*, “Understanding Component Real Time Search Using Pivot Grid in the Fluid Mode,” Security for Real-time Component Search.

Security for Real-Time Component Search

When you create a Pivot Grid model using a component as the data source, clicking the Apply button in step 2 of the Pivot Grid Wizard automatically generates a query with the same name as the component, adds the search record to the selected Query Access Tree, and enables all authorized users for the component to access the Query Access Tree and the Search Record.

If authorized users also have access to Query Manager, they may edit and run the auto-generated query and may view all rows of search results. To avoid exposing confidential data, you must ensure that sensitive columns are not included in the search record.

In addition, deselecting columns in step 2 of the Pivot Grid Wizard for a component data source model does not exclude those columns from the auto-generated query, and users can view that column data using Query Viewer and Query Manager. Therefore, you must not use deselecting columns in step 2 of the Pivot Grid Wizard as a security measure for hiding sensitive data. Instead, you must remove columns that contain confidential data manually from the search record.

This example illustrates the fields and controls in step 2 of the Pivot Grid Wizard:
For more information, see Bug number 20211851 in My Oracle Support.

See Also

PeopleSoft PeopleTools 8.54: Search Technology:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E55243_01/pt854pbr0/eng/tpst/index.html

PeopleSoft PeopleTools 8.54: Fluid User Interface Developers’ Guide:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E55243_01/pt854pbr0/eng/tflu/index.html
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